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the most carefully brewed for

smoothness
gusto and aroma

flavoured with aromatic herbs and spices

aperitivo robusto
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normal

cordial bold cordial semibold cordial MEDIUM
cordial regular cordial light
extended

cordial extended bold cordial extended
semibold cordial extended MEDIUM cordial
extended regular cordial extended light
rounded

cordial rounded bold cordial rounded semibold
cordial rounded MEDIUM cordial rounded regular
cordial rounded light
cordial cherry
cordial inline cordial inline rounded
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cordial pro bold 34 pt

the precise origin of the aperitif is unknown
cordial pro rounded regular

the precise origin of the aperitif is unknown but
cordial pro inline rounded

the precise origin of the aperitif is unknown
cordial pro extended medium

the precise origin of the aperitif is
cordial pro rounded bold

the precise origin of the aperitif is unknown
cordial pro light

the precise origin of the aperitif is unknown but the
cordial pro cherry

the precise origin of the aperitif is unknown
cordial pro extended semibold

the precise origin of the aperitif is
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cordial pro regular 21 pt

cordial pro extended bold

An aperitif is a before-dinner drink
to stimulate the appetite. The term
originates from the Latin word
apertitiuvum meaning "opener".

An aperitif is a before-dinner
drink to stimulate the appetite.
The term originates from
the Latin word apertitiuvum

cordial pro rounded semibold

cordial pro medium

An aperitif is a before-dinner drink
to stimulate the appetite. The term
originates from the Latin word
apertitiuvum meaning "opener". In

An aperitif is a before-dinner drink
to stimulate the appetite. The term
originates from the Latin word
apertitiuvum meaning "opener". In

cordial pro extended light

cordial pro rounded bold

An aperitif is a before-dinner drink
to stimulate the appetite. The term
originates from the Latin word
apertitiuvum meaning "opener". In

An aperitif is a before-dinner drink
to stimulate the appetite. The term
originates from the Latin word
apertitiuvum meaning "opener". In

cordial pro semibold

cordial pro extended medium

An aperitif is a before-dinner drink
to stimulate the appetite. The term
originates from the Latin word
apertitiuvum meaning "opener". In

An aperitif is a before-dinner
drink to stimulate the appetite.
The term originates from
the Latin word apertitiuvum
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cordial pro regular 21 pt, Discretionary Ligatures & superscript

cordial pro extended bold, Discretionary Ligatures & subscript

By the 16th century people were producing
flavoured spirits with herbs and spices for
medicinal purposes. In the early days they
tasted very bitter, so the early producers of

In the early days they tasted very
bitter, so the early producers
of aperitifs made the drinks
more palatable by diluting the

cordial pro rounded semibold, Discretionary Ligatures & superscript

cordial pro medium, Discretionary Ligatures & subscript

By the 16th century people were
producing flavoured spirits with herbs
and spices for medicinal purposes. In the
early days they tasted very bitter, so the

By the 16th century people were
producing flavoured spirits with herbs
and spices for medicinal purposes. In
the early days they tasted very bitter, so

cordial pro extended light, Discretionary Ligatures & superscript

cordial pro rounded bold, Discretionary Ligatures & subscript

By the 16th century people were
producing flavoured spirits with
herbs and spices for medicinal
purposes. In the early days they tasted

By the 16th century people were
producing flavoured spirits with herbs
and spices for medicinal purposes. In the
early days they tasted very bitter, so the

cordial pro semibold, Discretionary Ligatures & superscript

cordial pro extended medium, Discretionary Ligatures & subscript

By the 16th century people were
producing flavoured spirits with herbs
and spices for medicinal purposes. In
the early days they tasted very bitter, so

By the 16th century people were
producing flavoured spirits with
herbs and spices for medicinal
purposes. In the early days they
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cordial pro inline 21 pt

cordial pro cherry

An aperitif is a before-dinner drink
to stimulate the appetite. The term
originates from the Latin word
apertitiuvum meaning “opener”. In
France, it is pronounced apéritif
(a-pear-i-teef), and in Italy, aperitivo
(a-pear-i-teevo). By the 16th century
people were producing flavoured
spirits with herbs and spices for

An aperitif is a before-dinner drink
to stimulate the appetite. The term
originates from the Latin word
apertitiuvum meaning “opener”. In
France, it is pronounced apéritif
(a-pear-i-teef), and in Italy, aperitivo
(a-pear-i-teevo). By the 16th century
people were producing flavoured
spirits with herbs and spices for
medicinal purposes. In the early
days they tasted very bitter, so
the early producers of aperitifs
made the drinks more palatable by
diluting the ingredients in wine.
When the drink became popular for
non-medicinal consumption, it was
served as an appetite stimulator
before the meal, and this became the
social tradition in many parts of
Europe. By the 18th century Turin

cordial pro inline rounded

An aperitif is a before-dinner drink
to stimulate the appetite. The term
originates from the Latin word
apertitiuvum meaning “opener”. In
France, it is pronounced apéritif
(a-pear-i-teef), and in Italy, aperitivo
(a-pear-i-teevo). By the 16th century
people were producing flavoured
spirits with herbs and spices for
cordial pro family
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cordial pro bold 13 pt

cordial pro light

The purposeful production of alcoholic beverages is
common in many cultures and often reflects their cultural
and religious peculiarities as much as their geographical
and sociological conditions. historians state that the
discovery of late Stone Age beer jugs has established the
fact that purposely fermented beverages existed at least
as early as c. 10,000 BC. It has been suggested that beer may
have preceded bread as a staple. Evidence of wine only
appeared as a finished product in Egyptian pictographs
around 4,000 BC. Brewing dates from the beginning of
civilization in ancient Egypt and alcoholic beverages
were very important at that time. Symbolic of this is the
fact that while many gods were local or familial, Osiris
was worshiped throughout the entire country. The
Egyptians believed that this important god invented beer,
a beverage that was considered a necessity of life; it was
brewed in the home “on an everyday basis”. Both beer and
wine were deified and offered to gods. Cellars and wine
presses even had a god whose hieroglyph was a winepress.
The ancient Egyptians made at least 17 types of beer and at
least 24 varieties of wine. Alcoholic beverages were used
for pleasure, nutrition, medicine, ritual, remuneration
and funerary purposes. The latter involved storing the
beverages in tombs of the deceased for their use in the
after-life. Numerous accounts of the period stressed the
importance of moderation, and these norms were both
secular and religious. While Egyptians did not generally
appear to define drunkenness as a problem, they warned
against taverns (which were often houses of prostitution)
and excessive drinking. After reviewing extensive evidence
regarding the widespread but generally moderate

The purposeful production of alcoholic beverages is common in
many cultures and often reflects their cultural and religious
peculiarities as much as their geographical and sociological
conditions. historians state that the discovery of late Stone Age
beer jugs has established the fact that purposely fermented
beverages existed at least as early as c. 10,000 BC. It has been
suggested that beer may have preceded bread as a staple.
Evidence of wine only appeared as a finished product in Egyptian
pictographs around 4,000 BC. Brewing dates from the beginning
of civilization in ancient Egypt and alcoholic beverages were very
important at that time. Symbolic of this is the fact that while many
gods were local or familial, Osiris was worshiped throughout the
entire country. The Egyptians believed that this important god
invented beer, a beverage that was considered a necessity of life;
it was brewed in the home “on an everyday basis”. Both beer and
wine were deified and offered to gods. Cellars and wine presses
even had a god whose hieroglyph was a winepress. The ancient
Egyptians made at least 17 types of beer and at least 24 varieties
of wine. Alcoholic beverages were used for pleasure, nutrition,
medicine, ritual, remuneration and funerary purposes. The latter
involved storing the beverages in tombs of the deceased for their
use in the after-life. Numerous accounts of the period stressed
the importance of moderation, and these norms were both
secular and religious. While Egyptians did not generally appear
to define drunkenness as a problem, they warned against taverns
(which were often houses of prostitution) and excessive drinking.
After reviewing extensive evidence regarding the widespread but
generally moderate use of alcoholic beverage, the nutritional
biochemist and historian William J. Darby makes a most important
observation: all these accounts are warped by the fact that
moderate users "were overshadowed by their more boisterous
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cordial pro extended bold 13 pt

cordial pro extended light

The purposeful production of alcoholic
beverages is common in many cultures and often
reflects their cultural and religious peculiarities
as much as their geographical and sociological
conditions. historians state that the discovery of
late Stone Age beer jugs has established the fact
that purposely fermented beverages existed at
least as early as c. 10,000 BC. It has been suggested
that beer may have preceded bread as a staple.
Evidence of wine only appeared as a finished
product in Egyptian pictographs around 4,000 BC.
Brewing dates from the beginning of civilization in
ancient Egypt and alcoholic beverages were very
important at that time. Symbolic of this is the fact
that while many gods were local or familial, Osiris
was worshiped throughout the entire country.
The Egyptians believed that this important god
invented beer, a beverage that was considered a
necessity of life; it was brewed in the home “on an
everyday basis”. Both beer and wine were deified
and offered to gods. Cellars and wine presses
even had a god whose hieroglyph was a winepress.
The ancient Egyptians made at least 17 types of
beer and at least 24 varieties of wine. Alcoholic
beverages were used for pleasure, nutrition,
medicine, ritual, remuneration and funerary
purposes. The latter involved storing the
beverages in tombs of the deceased for their use in
the after-life. Numerous accounts of the period
stressed the importance of moderation, and these
norms were both secular and religious. While

The purposeful production of alcoholic beverages
is common in many cultures and often reflects their
cultural and religious peculiarities as much as their
geographical and sociological conditions. historians
state that the discovery of late Stone Age beer jugs
has established the fact that purposely fermented
beverages existed at least as early as c. 10,000 BC. It has
been suggested that beer may have preceded bread as
a staple. Evidence of wine only appeared as a finished
product in Egyptian pictographs around 4,000 BC.
Brewing dates from the beginning of civilization in
ancient Egypt and alcoholic beverages were very
important at that time. Symbolic of this is the fact
that while many gods were local or familial, Osiris
was worshiped throughout the entire country. The
Egyptians believed that this important god invented
beer, a beverage that was considered a necessity of life;
it was brewed in the home “on an everyday basis”. Both
beer and wine were deified and offered to gods. Cellars
and wine presses even had a god whose hieroglyph was
a winepress. The ancient Egyptians made at least 17 types
of beer and at least 24 varieties of wine. Alcoholic
beverages were used for pleasure, nutrition, medicine,
ritual, remuneration and funerary purposes. The
latter involved storing the beverages in tombs of the
deceased for their use in the after-life. Numerous
accounts of the period stressed the importance of
moderation, and these norms were both secular and
religious. While Egyptians did not generally appear to
define drunkenness as a problem, they warned against
taverns (which were often houses of prostitution)
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cordial pro rounded bold 13 pt

cordial pro rounded light

The purposeful production of alcoholic beverages is
common in many cultures and often reflects their cultural
and religious peculiarities as much as their geographical
and sociological conditions. historians state that the
discovery of late Stone Age beer jugs has established the
fact that purposely fermented beverages existed at least
as early as c. 10,000 BC. It has been suggested that beer may
have preceded bread as a staple. Evidence of wine only
appeared as a finished product in Egyptian pictographs
around 4,000 BC. Brewing dates from the beginning of
civilization in ancient Egypt and alcoholic beverages
were very important at that time. Symbolic of this is the
fact that while many gods were local or familial, Osiris
was worshiped throughout the entire country. The
Egyptians believed that this important god invented beer,
a beverage that was considered a necessity of life; it was
brewed in the home “on an everyday basis”. Both beer and
wine were deified and offered to gods. Cellars and wine
presses even had a god whose hieroglyph was a winepress.
The ancient Egyptians made at least 17 types of beer and at
least 24 varieties of wine. Alcoholic beverages were used
for pleasure, nutrition, medicine, ritual, remuneration
and funerary purposes. The latter involved storing the
beverages in tombs of the deceased for their use in the
after-life. Numerous accounts of the period stressed the
importance of moderation, and these norms were both
secular and religious. While Egyptians did not generally
appear to define drunkenness as a problem, they warned
against taverns (which were often houses of prostitution)
and excessive drinking. After reviewing extensive evidence
regarding the widespread but generally moderate

The purposeful production of alcoholic beverages is common in
many cultures and often reflects their cultural and religious
peculiarities as much as their geographical and sociological
conditions. historians state that the discovery of late Stone Age
beer jugs has established the fact that purposely fermented
beverages existed at least as early as c. 10,000 BC. It has been
suggested that beer may have preceded bread as a staple.
Evidence of wine only appeared as a finished product in Egyptian
pictographs around 4,000 BC. Brewing dates from the beginning
of civilization in ancient Egypt and alcoholic beverages were very
important at that time. Symbolic of this is the fact that while many
gods were local or familial, Osiris was worshiped throughout the
entire country. The Egyptians believed that this important god
invented beer, a beverage that was considered a necessity of life;
it was brewed in the home “on an everyday basis”. Both beer and
wine were deified and offered to gods. Cellars and wine presses
even had a god whose hieroglyph was a winepress. The ancient
Egyptians made at least 17 types of beer and at least 24 varieties
of wine. Alcoholic beverages were used for pleasure, nutrition,
medicine, ritual, remuneration and funerary purposes. The latter
involved storing the beverages in tombs of the deceased for their
use in the after-life. Numerous accounts of the period stressed
the importance of moderation, and these norms were both
secular and religious. While Egyptians did not generally appear
to define drunkenness as a problem, they warned against taverns
(which were often houses of prostitution) and excessive drinking.
After reviewing extensive evidence regarding the widespread but
generally moderate use of alcoholic beverage, the nutritional
biochemist and historian William J. Darby makes a most important
observation: all these accounts are warped by the fact that
moderate users "were overshadowed by their more boisterous
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character set
of cordial pro normal
styles, cordial pro
extended styles, cordial
pro rounded styles.
Supported languages
Afrikaans, Albanian,
Asturian, Azerbaijani,
Basque, Bislama, Breton,
Bosnian, romanised
Bulgarian, Catalan,
Croatian, Czech, Danish,
Dutch, English, Estonian,
Faroese, Finnish, French,
Friulian, Galician,
German, traditional
German, transliterated
Greek, Greenlandic,
Hawai'ian, Hungarian,
Icelandic, Indonesian,
Irish Gaelic, Italian,
Latin, Lithuanian,
Maltese, Moldavian,
Norwegian, Occitan,
Polish, Portuguese,
Scots, Scottish Gaelic,
serbo-croatian poetics,
Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish,
Traditional Spanish,
Swahili, Swedish, Tongan,
Uzbek and Wolof.
gliphs per font
571
Opentype features
superior/superscript,
inferior/subscript,
discretionary ligatures

cordial pro family

abcde fghijklmnopqr stuvwxyz
diacritics

À Á Â Ã Ä Å Ă Ą Æ ÇĆĈĊČ Ď Đ È É Ê Ë Ė Ę Ě Ĝ Ğ Ġ Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Į İ Ĺ Ľ Ł Ð Ñ Ń Ň
ÒÓÔÕÖØŐŒŔŘ ŚŜŠŤÙÚÛÜŨŬŮŰŲÝŸŹŻŽ
numerals, puntuaction and symbols

0 1 2 34 5 6789 $ ¢ £ ¥ € @ # " ' & ' ( ) { } [ ] \ * , - . / : ; ! ? _ « » – —
¡ ¿ ‘ ’‚“ ”„ • … ‹ › ` ¨ ´ ¸ ˘ ˙ ˚ ˛ ˜ ˝ % ^ § © ® ° ¶ ™ + < = > | ~ × ÷ ⁄ −
+‰¹²³½¼¾
superscript and subscript

a b c d e fg h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 0 1 234 5 6789 $ ¢ £ ¥ € À Á Â Ã
Ä Å Ă Ą ÆÇĆĈĊČ Ď Ð È É Ê Ë Ė Ę ĚĜ Ğ Ġ Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Į İ Ĺ Ľ Ł Ð Ñ Ń Ň Ò Ó Ô Õ Ö Ø Ő Œ Ŕ Ř ŚŜ
ŠŤÙÚÛÜŨŬŮŰŲÝŸŹŻŽ
discretionary ligatures

ea EB ED EM EN ER HE  MB ME MM MP ND NE NN  RS la lb lc ld le lf lg
lh li lj lk ll lm ln lo lp lq lr ls lt lu lv lw lx ly lz Ra Rb Rc Rd Re Rf Rg
Rh Ri Rj Rk Rl Rm Rn Ro Rp Rq Rr Rt Ru Rv Rw Rx Ry Rz ta tb tc td
te tf tg th ti tj tk tl tm tn to tp tq tr ts tt tu tv tw tx ty tz
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character set
of cordial pro cherry,
cordial pro inline,
cordial pro inline styles

abcdefghijklmnopqr stuvwxyz
diacritics

Supported languages
Afrikaans, Albanian,
Asturian, Azerbaijani,
Basque, Bislama, Breton,
Bosnian, romanised
Bulgarian, Catalan,
Croatian, Czech, Danish,
Dutch, English, Estonian,
Faroese, Finnish, French,
Friulian, Galician,
German, traditional
German, transliterated
Greek, Greenlandic,
Hawai'ian, Hungarian,
Icelandic, Indonesian,
Irish Gaelic, Italian,
Latin, Lithuanian,
Maltese, Moldavian,
Norwegian, Occitan,
Polish, Portuguese,
Scots, Scottish Gaelic,
serbo-croatian poetics,
Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish,
Traditional Spanish,
Swahili, Swedish, Tongan,
Uzbek and Wolof.

À Á Â Ã Ä Å Ă Ą Æ ÇĆĈĊČ Ď Đ È É Ê Ë Ė Ę Ě Ĝ Ğ Ġ Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Į İ Ĺ Ľ Ł Ð Ñ Ń Ň
ÒÓÔÕÖØŐŒŔŘ ŚŜŠŤÙÚÛÜŨŬŮŰŲÝŸŹŻŽ

gliphs per font
324 (571)

discretionary ligatures

Opentype features
discretionary ligatures

cordial pro family

numerals, puntuaction and symbols

0 1 2 34 5 6789 $ ¢ £ ¥ € @ # " ' & ' ( ) { } [ ] \ * , - . / : ; ! ? _ « » – —
¡ ¿ ‘ ’‚“ ”„ • … ‹ › ` ¨ ´ ¸ ˘ ˙ ˚ ˛ ˜ ˝ % ^ § © ® ° ¶ ™ + < = > | ~ × ÷ ⁄ −
+‰¹²³½¼¾
standard ligatures

LA læ Tt Xæ ZA ZÆ
ea EB ED EM EN ER HE MB MM MP ME ND NE NN RS LA LE LL LO LS RA RE RO
TE TH TO TS
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